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c1 IE
From: Carl Konzman 7
To: Francine Goldberg; Michael Case
Date: Wed, Dec 26, 2001 2:51 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: NUREG-1430,1431,1432, 1433, 1434 Standard Tech Specs

The release of these NUREGS was a conscious decision and they have been reviewed and approved by
NRR for release on the public web site.
In regard to the ADAMS issue NRR suggests we wait until InfoReview meetings scheduled for next week
occur to gain alignment with all effected parties.

>>> Francine Goldberg 12/26/01 02:09PM >>>
Mike -

Hope you had a nice holidayl

Tried calling Carl, but I don't think he is in today, so I thought you should see the attached message from
Tom Smith (Chief of the PDR). He noticed the Tech Specs up on the site and remembered that they had
been pulled from ADAMS as sensitive."

One of the top priorities that Carl had enumerated was getting the Improved Tech Spec pages back up, so
I assumed everyone in NRR was OK with posting them. They can be viewed at
httn://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operatina/licensina/techspecs.html (Note - we have a minor format problem
with one of the tables that is in the process of being fixed).

If the Tech Specs are OK to leave up, we should restore them in ADAMS. In any event we need to be
consistent. Please advise. You can reach me on 6921 or 7545.
Fran

Fran

CC: Gene Suh; Jon Johnson; Margie Kotzalas; Samuel Miranda; Thomas Smith; William
Reckley
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From: Francine Goldberg -,LAf-
To: Case, Michael
Date: Wed, Dec 26, 2001 2:09 PM
Subject: Fwd: NUREG-1430,1431,1432,1433,1434 Standard Tech Specs

Mike -

Hope you had a nice holidayl

Tried calling Carl, but I don't think he is in today, so I thought you should see the attached message from
Tom Smith (Chief of the PDR). He noticed the Tech Specs up on the site and remembered that they had
been pulled from ADAMS as sensitive."

One of the top priorities that Carl had enumerated was getting the Improved Tech Spec pages back up, so
I assumed everyone in NRR was OK with posting them. They can be viewed at
http://www.nrc.aov/reactors/operatinallicensina/techspecs.html (Note - we have a minor format problem
with one of the tables that is in the process of being fixed).

If the Tech Specs are OK to leave up, we should restore them in ADAMS. In any event we need to be
consistent. Please advise. You can reach me on 6921 or 7545.
Fran

Fran

CC: Konzman, Carl; Smith, Thomas


